Repdigit Deceleration
Dear fellow-humans of the planet,
the pace of society is becoming ever faster; society is becoming more and more corrupt and
devoid of love. This is what makes „DECELERATION“ so imperative.
The tendency is for people to retreat emotionally from the stress and the hustle and bustle of
our every day reality in ever more constricting isolation and narrow social circles, resulting in
people growing apart and becoming ill; a sad tendecy which carries on until today.
Since the beginning of the dawn of the new era, we visionists have aimed with intensity and
efficacity to unite and become active by means of DECELARATION.
Our call for worldwide REPDIGIT-DECELERATION is intended to guide all people to Love,
Harmony and Peace. A togetherness with mutual respect towards and for each other can
nevertheless only occur when we manage to share a common state of equilibrium.
Deceleration is a perfomance; an exercise in a very slow, dance-like, walking Tai-ChiQigong type- Yoga style- flowing, meditative movement.
A new type of aesthetic art of bodily „DECELERATION“ is coming into being.
The choreography is spontaneous and manifests in varying constellations of a pair, a trio, a
quartett, a quintett, etc.
The aesthetically beautiful visual spectacle has a healing effect on wounded souls which are
unfortunately extremely numerous with a tendency to increase.
The performance is extremely easy for ANYONE to learn.
By means of „DECELARATION“ we charge ourselves with positive, powerful energy,
images of harmony are imprinted in our memories which pep us up in our dreams and give us
pleasure.
We take the beneficial after-waves (vibes) as a bodily memory and experience ourselves and
each other in HARMONY and LOVE!
In this way we seek to demonstrate in Harmony and Love on every repdigit day of the month.
We invite anyone to participate; for more Love and Patience with each other; more
understanding for each other and more Friendship and Peace between us all.
The repdigit-decelerations are planned for the 04.04. / 05.05. / 06.06. / 07.07. - etc.
Jannes Tashiro
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Visionist films- „DECELERATION“
Deceleration 2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkXRZPLEgSA
Deceleration 2012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEbBGiWINJk
Angels Deceleration 2012 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wR8pkQb4LhU

